Attractive Surface
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[what once was, will come again in a new form]
Alvar AA lto

Attractive Surface
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A Polyrey innovation, Reysitop® is an exceptional
surface that brings together exclusive design
and high-technology.
Its aesthetic qualities and techniques enable the
creation of layouts and furniture, in harmony with
the current decorating trends.

DesiGn

TECHNOLOGY

Slim compact material, the deep black purity
of its profile inspires architectural creations in
a clean and contemporary style.

This new material benefits from Protect+
technology, which guarantees increased
resistance to abrasion, impact and high
temperatures, in order to meet the demands
of intensive use in public, commercial or
service sectors.

Stone, metal and wood-based textures
give the decorative surfaces an authentic
and exclusive character, for creations rich in
sensations and emotions.
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The softness of the wood and the purity of the lines creates a warm and soothing atmosphere. The authenticity of the Chêne Pyla and the potential for compact shaping results in
a true wood-inspired composition with added resistance.

INSPIRATION

C148 Chêne Pyla Linimat table top and shelving

The natural look
With the ability to create intricate cutouts
and engraving, the panel takes on the
appearance of authentic wooden planks.

The boards, used in table tops and shelving,
guarantees a durable design.
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The rough mineral feel of the Manganese decor gives this table a defined and sharp edge
or a very up-to-date minimalist and urban style. The cleanness of the lines emphasises the
contemporary elegance of an ultra-slim surface.

INSPIRATION

M112 Manganese Granit table top and sides

Minimalist purity
The mitre-joint assembly of the table top
and the sides guarantees a perfect finish
and the continuity of the décor.

The geometric shape is enhanced by the
intensity of the core, which forms its contours.
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A decor full of character, in warm/cool shades, the Caldeira gives the space a warm,
trendy atmosphere. The rough feel is reinforced by the simplicity of the lines, which fade to
reveal the material of the table top.

INSPIRATION

C151 Caldeira Roche table top

Industrial spirit
The Roche structure invigorates the decor,
brings to life the effects of oxydisation and
gives it depth.

The bevelled edges enhance the table tops
and redesign their profiles, creating a floating, slim and trendy effect.
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The blond and coppery tints create a luxurious, intimate atmosphere. The richness of the
decors brings life to the surfaces with raw and sophisticated variations. The original and
sculptural structure of the countertop gives the space a unique identity.

Copper-tinted harmony
The raised module, that appears as if suspended, contrasts with the heavy appearance
of the bar, as though carved from a single
block.

The wall covering gives the layout an air of
chic simplicity, the black of the core emphasising the resonance of the copper.

INSPIRATION

R049 Rouille Granit Console / Bar top O079 Orme d’Armagnac Linimat / Wall panel G043 Glam Coralia Alliage
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Warm, ultra-modern flambé wood, the Chêne Colorado inhabits the eating area and the
island unit, in elegant contrast to the white work surface. The black core reveals the lines
of the furniture and highlights the veins of the wood, for a unique graphic display.

Graphic authenticity
The joint gap gives the impression of an
elevated worktop, and the arrangement of the
table brings an overall dynamism and weightlessness around the central island unit.

The bevelled edges of the drawers means
that they can be gripped without a handle,
thus preserving the pure lines of the furniture.

INSPIRATION

C149 Chêne Colorado Linimat table, base and island (B170 Blanc Absolu FA Monochrom® surface)
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The Oxydo Noirci decor covers the worktop and the splashback areas, giving an overall refined
simplicity. The continuity between the core and the surface creates a one-piece, aesthetic and
ingenious effect, which allows for the harmonious integration of the accessories.

INSPIRATION

Oxydo Noirci Granit worktop and splashback

Simplicity and Ele≤ance
Machinable throughout its entire thickness,
the possibilities for creating an ergonomic
and functional surface are endless.

The grooved draining board sunk into the
surface merges into the decor. Built to fit
under the surface, the stainless steel sink
highlights the deep black of the core
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Roche
The depth of slate and concrete, with a variety of shaded, marbled or oxidised effects,
highlighted by an embossed matt relief which gives them a sensual touch beyond compare.

P120 Pierre de Lave

Textures & decors

M113 Magma
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C151 Caldeira

B134 Béton Griffé
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Granit
Decors full of character, brought alive by a granite-like, subtle satin structure,
for a raw material sensation, which will give your creations an exclusive design.

M112 Manganèse

Textures & decors

O102 Oxydo Noirci
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R049 Rouille

W172 Woodstone Gris
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Allia≤e
Extremely fine brushed metal effect, with delicate iridescent reflections,
which use the light to bring depth to the metallic colours.

I004 Inox Brossé

Textures & decors

H106 Pearl Blanc HR
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H119 Glam Coralia HR

H121 Météor HR
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Linimat
Long veins, blended or contrasted, emphasised by a lined, flat structure, which restores
the authenticity of the wood to create soft and warm atmospheres.

O079 Orme Armagnac

Textures & decors

F056 Frêne Scandinave
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C148 Chêne Pyla

C149 Chêne Colorado
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Linimat
Rough-sawn appearance, boards weathered with age, highlighted by the roughness
of the line, of the grooves, which reinforce the impression of wood hollowed by time.

C130 Chêne Topia

Textures & decors

C128 Chêne Alaska
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C150 Chêne Brasero

E084 Elina Cendré
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The printed reproduction of the decors may differ from the actual product.
Please, do not hesitate to request a sample in order to make your final choice.
Decor scale 1/2

Ê Tendance

A selection of 20 decors, each with a unique personality,
bestowing both boldness and creativity.
Slim Solid Grade Laminate

Product

Reysitop®

307 × 132 cm

Grade
Thickness

Code

Decor

B134

Béton Griffé

C128

Extra-black Standard Core
6 - 8 - 10 - 12,5 mm

Collection

(1)

Finish

Patterns

Mineral

ROCHE

A3

Chêne Alaska

Woodgrains

Origine Premier

LINIMAT

D1

C130

Chêne Topia

Woodgrains

Origine Premier

LINIMAT

D2

C148

Chêne Pyla

Woodgrains

Origine Premier

LINIMAT

D3

C149

Chêne Colorado

Woodgrains

Origine Premier

LINIMAT

D4

C150

Chêne Brasero

Woodgrains

Origine Premier

LINIMAT

E1

C151

Caldeira

Patterns

Mineral

ROCHE

A4

E084

Elina Cendré

Woodgrains

Origine Premier

LINIMAT

E2

F056

Frêne Scandinave

Woodgrains

Origine Premier

LINIMAT

E3

H106

Pearl Blanc HR

Patterns

Metallic

ALLIAGE

C1

H119

Glam Coralia HR

Patterns

Metallic

ALLIAGE

C4

H121

Météor HR

Patterns

Metallic

ALLIAGE

C2

I004

Inox Brossé

Patterns

Metallic

ALLIAGE

C3

M112

Manganèse

Patterns

Mineral

GRANIT

B2

M113

Magma

Patterns

Mineral

ROCHE

A1

O079

Orme Armagnac

Woodgrains

Origine Premier

LINIMAT

E4

O102

Oxydo Noirci

Patterns

Metallic

GRANIT

B1

P120

Pierre de Lave

Patterns

Mineral

ROCHE

A2

R049

Rouille

Patterns

Metallic

GRANIT

B4

W172

Woodstone Gris

Patterns

Mineral

GRANIT

B3

(1) Standard Grade : Fire retardant C-S1, d0 from 8mm - D-S2,d0 in 6mm

Decors also available in HPL postforming grade as standard, for greater flexibility.
Please, consult us to validate the grades, products, sizes and finishes available.

Due to the specific manufacturing process there may be a slight difference in shade between a standard HPL and a Compact Protect+.

Textures & decors

Size
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10-34-97

¡ High-resistance overlay
™ Decorative sheet impregnated with melamine resin, identical on both sides
£ Extra-black core composed of layers of kraft paper impregnated with phenolic resin

COMPACT
Solid Grade laminate
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nn Self-supporting (≥ 8 mm)
nn Machinable throughout its thickness
nn High resistance PROTECT+
nn Sanitized® anti-bacterial
nn PEFCTM & GREENGUARD eco-certification
nn Suitable for food contact

Abrasion resistant

Impact-resistant

Heat-resistant

Moisture-resistant

Contact with food

Easy to maintain

Air quality

Easy to fabricate

For demandin≤ and ambitious projects.
nn Kitchen fitting: worktops, table tops, splashbacks, legs, cabinet door/drawer…
nn Furnishing of reception areas (reception desk, counter) and bar counter.
nn Creation of table tops, with base or on a pedestal.
nn Wall coverings, in public spaces lounges, sales areas.
nn Creation of designer furniture with clean and elegant lines.

6 mm and 8 mm : wall covering, furniture on supporting structures (frame, pedestal).
10 mm and 12.5 mm : work surface / table top, self-supporting structures.

Hi≤h Resistance

PERFORMANCES

Protect+ technology provides you with a customised response for intensive uses,
subject to repeated and aggressive stress. The durability of the Reysitop® surfaces has
been tested beyond the requirements of standard EN438.

Reysitop® benefits from an increased resistance to abrasion,
2.5 times greater than normal. A major quality in places with
a high footfall.

Reysitop® withstands temperatures of up to 220°C, without
discolouration or distortion on contact. Heat resistance fully
appreciated for worktop use.

Waterproof and rotproof, Reysitop® is suitable for applications
exposed to spray, in sanitary areas or during regular
maintenance.

Extremely durable, Reysitop® is suitable for covering surfaces
subjected to impacts. Ideal as a base in public spaces or as
a counter surface.

Even with the improvements provided by PROTECT+ technology, the usual day to day precautions must
still be applied in order to avoid damaging the surface permanently (in particular the use of a cutting board
or of a table mat).
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Resistance to high temperatures up to 220°C
(for 10min), tested according to EN438 standards.

220 °C
HEAT
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Added resistance

100 %
WATERPROOF

Resistance to water, steam, stains and chemical products,
tested according to EN438 standards.

WEAR
400 Revs

PERFORMANCES

Resistance to abrasion up to 400 revolutions in the Taber Abraser test, tested according to EN438 standards.
Additional friction and micro-scratch resistance tests performed in laboratories:
• Abraser: 3000 linear abrasions with steel wool.
• MartinDale: 160 random abrasions with a Scotch-Brite™ pad.
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Resistance to impact tested according to EN438 standards
by dropping a 500g ball up to 2m.

500 ≤
IMPACT

Anti-bacterial surface
Reysitop® supports all sensitive and demanding hygiene
projects (restaurants, hotels, public places, kitchens...).
Using non-porous materials, it restricts the development of
mould and bacteria. Its intrinsic qualities are strengthened by a
silver ion-based treatment which guarantees active protection
against the proliferation of bacteria.
With more than 99.9% of bacteria destroyed in 24 hours,
Sanitized® treatment contributes to the prevention of risks of
contamination by contact.
Reysitop offers a surface that is perfectly hygienic, approved
for food contact and easy to maintain.
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Healthy and durable surface
In order to provide you with reliable and responsible products,
Polyrey has considered the health issues when developing
Reysitop®, and preserves the health of users by improving
well-being in living spaces.
Reysitop® contributes to the creation of healthy interior spaces,
by limiting the exposure of polluting substance to people.
Chemical emissions from Reysitop® panels are very low (VOC
class A and formaldehyde E1), and meet the requirements of
Greenguard certification.
This label is the guarantee of a material that respects indoor
air quality.
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PERFORMANCES

Endless possibilities,
from the functional
to the creative.

is treated like wood
(cutting out, countersinking, drilling...)

Different cut-outs
Reysitop® allows you to create a wide variety of
shapes, in an organic style with fluent and soft
shapes or very architectural, with graphic lines.
You can also experiment with the cutting of the
material, by cutting out shelves or partitions, in order
to create an original layout or built in accessories.
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In≤enious and personalised uses
Reysitop® is machinable throughout its thickness
and can be engraved (lettering, pictogram or draining
board) or inlaid with materials or accessories (LEDs,
integrated trivet bars).

Bespoke finishes
The edges can be manufactured with a slight chamfer
to soften the edges or with a bevelled edge for a
surface full of finesse or to enable the cupboard doors
to be opened.
The edges do not require any particular treatment. It
is recommended to polish and oil them for a perfect
finish.

Seamless and discreet jointin≤
It is possible to create a connection without
demarcation, edge-to-edge without chamfer, in
order to guarantee the visual continuity of the decor.
With a pronounced chamfer, the visible join of the
panels will add character to your composition, in
order to create graphic effects or a floor effect for
example.
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